April 23, 2010

Minutes of last Friday April 23rd, IEEE 1149.1 - Initialize Sub-Group Meeting

Attendees:
  Carl Barnhart
  Dave Dubberke
  Ted Eaton
  Bill Eklow
  Roland Latvala
  Adam Ley
  Carol Pyron
  Ken Parker
  Bill Tuthill

Minutes:

We primarily discussed tasks and roles that remain to be done. Several of the action items from last week are not yet done, and the following additional action items were discussed:

- Carol to call a side meeting with Carl and CJ to go over the task list (from Carl).
- Carl to work up straw man test for the INIT text session, as well as the task list from last week.
- Ted to look for Visio templates for doing timing diagrams and forward to Carl.
- Carol update her presentation. It is attached. It is also on the web site (per Adam Cron – thanks!)

We polled the attendees, and asked what areas (text/rules, BSDL, PLD) they would be willing to contribute to with the following results:

- Text/rules: Carl, Roland, Carol
- BSDL:  Carl, Adam Ley, Ken
- PDL:  Ted
- Review:  Dave, Bill, Roland, Adam Ley,
- Design Example:  Carol
- Presentation:  Carol

Dave will do whatever is needed, and Bill will follow CJ’s lead. Everyone else who considers themselves an active member, please let CJ, Carl, or Carol know what you can do to help. All members of the Working Group are expected to put in some time doing “fine tooth comb” review of the modified sections of the Standard as they are available.

Current Status:

Rules - informally done
BSDL Constructs - informally agreed upon, some details still open
PDL - informally agreed upon as default side file format

Work still to be done:
  Formalize Rules
  Formalize BSDL constructs
  Formalize PDL constructs
  Incorporate into 1149.1 Std
Actions:
1. See list above, and last week’s minutes.

Next meeting date:
Same time next Friday April 30th, unless modified by further notes.